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Judicial dialogue is one of the pressing phenomena in contemporary EU law

and constitutional law. It is a device of judicial policy-making and networking

and an instrument for policy coordination and negotiation between the

national, international and supranational legal orders. Judicial dialogue is

also tipping point of the influence of courts on multilevel constitutional politics

in the context of global constitutional (dis)order.

This book provides original analysis of the different aspects of judicial

dialogue. It starts with exploring the constitutional dimension of this

phenomenon. The volume offers insightful analysis in relation to the spheres

of public finance management, putting emphasis on the judicial dialogue

related to the Economic and Monetary Union and the Eurozone crisis

management. It outlines important issues of judicial dialogue in Private

International Law and international dispute settlement. The book finishes

with enlightening case-studies of the judicial dialogue between the Court of

Justice of the EU and several national courts. The book offers novel

theoretical insights and comparative research combined with case-studies.
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